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SUPPORTING THE SUPPORTING ORGANIZATION:
THE POTENTIAL AND EXPLOITATION
OF 509(A)(3) CHARITIES

ALYSSA A. DlRUSSO*

“One of the serious obstacles to the improvement of our race is indiscriminate charity.”

Andrew Carnegie†

SUMMARY

Supporting organizations, a type of charity defined in section 509(a)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code, have vast potential for philanthropic impact but perhaps equally vast potential for abuse. Donors who establish supporting organizations may retain inappropriate levels of control over the assets they contribute, hoard funds within the organization rather than actually using them to accomplish a charitable benefit, or engage in abusive financial transactions with their supporting organization. This Article discusses the complex tax rules that apply to supporting organizations and explains their unique role in charitable giving. It then explores the allegations of abuse in the supporting organization realm and reviews current proposals for reforming the system. The Article concludes by recommending that the public disclosure rules be amended to require fuller transparency of the activities of supporting organizations and greater availability of this information.
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INTRODUCTION

Charity is perhaps the most regulated of the seven virtues. Although charity is often motivated by the best of intentions, modern charitable giving is riddled with scandals, complex regulations, and the overarching need for reform. One area of charitable giving struggling for legitimacy is the supporting organization, a type of charity that derives its freedom from income tax by reason of its relationship with other charities who enjoy broad public support.

Supporting organizations are growing in popularity, net worth, and importance. According to the National Center for Charitable Statistics, there was a 26.1% increase in the number of existing supporting organizations between 1996 and 2004. In 2001, there were almost 400 large supporting organizations (organizations with assets over $50 million) with total assets of $76.7 billion. In 2004, a total of 45,453 supporting organizations were associated with public charities.

While many wealthy Americans are doing well by doing good, a clever and devious few are using the complicated supporting organization structure for doing well by doing bad. The regulations that apply to supporting organizations are detailed and complex, but loopholes exist and the system is, to some degree, being exploited. Unlike private foundations, supporting organizations have no regime of excise taxes restricting their behavior, and these organizations can be manipulated through self-dealing transactions that are hard to detect.

A tight legal framework is necessary to prevent supporting organizations


3. See id. § 509(a)(1)-(2). A "publicly supported organization" is a type of charity that generally is required to obtain a substantial amount of its support from the general public or from gross receipts from its charitable activities. Id. Examples of publicly supported organizations include museums, orchestras, universities, and churches.


7. See id.


from being abused. The regulations governing supporting organizations are already extremely complex. It is not exactly a compliment for a tax regulation to be called “fantastically intricate and detailed” by a federal district court judge, as supporting organizations have been. But are the supporting organization regulations themselves the problem, and are they the only source of a solution? Some reformers believe rewriting the supporting organization regulations is necessary—perhaps even to the extent of eliminating a form of supporting organization that the regulations created. Would this approach be necessary or sufficient? Or might the problems with supporting organizations lie not in their structure, but in their oversight? This Article suggests the latter. The abuses plaguing the supporting organization culture may be related to the way in which supporting organizations are required to share their information with the public: the public disclosure rules.

Supporting organizations offer a creative planned giving option and a unique charitable structure. This Article explores the role of these charities, the abuses related to them, and proposals for reforming them. First, Parts I and II discuss the history of supporting organizations and the tax rules that govern them. Next, Part III explores what makes supporting organizations such a unique and useful charitable tool. Part IV then examines modern concerns with supporting organization abuse, and Part V discusses proposals for reform. Finally, Part VI recommends a way to reform supporting organizations through a back-door—by expanding the public disclosure requirements.

I. HISTORY OF SUPPORTING ORGANIZATIONS

Supporting organizations, in their current form, were established by the Tax Reform Act of 1969 ("Tax Reform Act"). This legislation, aimed at curbing abuse of tax-exempt charitable foundations, distinguished two categories of exempt organizations: those that were categorized as private foundations and those that were not. Among those exempt organizations not categorized as private foundations were publicly supported charities, gross receipts charities, organizations promoting public safety, and supporting organizations. The legislative history relating to supporting organizations in the Tax Reform Act is

10. Windsor Found. v. United States, No. 76-0441-R, 1977 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 13643, at *5 (E.D. Va. Oct. 4, 1977). District Judge Warriner explained that “the Internal Revenue Service has drafted fantastically intricate and detailed regulations in an attempt to thwart the fantastically intricate and detailed efforts of taxpayers to obtain private benefits from foundations while avoiding the imposition of taxes.” Id.


15. See id. § 509(a)(4).

16. See id. § 509(a)(3).
relatively sparse. The Senate Report (No. 91-552)\textsuperscript{17} and House Report (No. 91-413)\textsuperscript{18} mention supporting organizations only briefly. Notwithstanding the brevity of the congressional record, a review of the legislative history demonstrates a consistency in the justification for tax-exempt status of supporting organizations.

The oversight rules created in the Tax Reform Act, applicable to private foundations, were created to combat abusive transactions rampant in the world of charitable foundations. Public charities were not subject to these rules, based on the belief that dependence on public support and accompanying public scrutiny would prevent such abuse from occurring with charitable funds.\textsuperscript{19} Supporting organizations were distinguished from organizations subject to the rules applicable to private foundations because, in theory, “[supporting organizations] are subject to the scrutiny of a public charity.”\textsuperscript{20}

A. House and Senate Reports of the 1969 Tax Reform Act

The House Report of 1969 explains the establishment of section 509, defines “private foundations,” and explores why certain types of charities are excluded from this definition and the rules incumbent upon private foundations.\textsuperscript{21} After differentiating publicly supported organizations and gross receipts organizations, the House discussed supporting organizations:

Another category of organizations removed from the definition of private foundations comprises those organizations which are organized and operated exclusively for the benefit of one or more of the 30-percent organizations or broadly based organizations described above, provided that they are operated, supervised, or controlled by one or more such organizations, or in connection with one such organization, and are not controlled directly or indirectly by disqualified persons (other than foundation managers, 30-percent organizations, and broadly based organizations described above). In general, religious organizations other than churches, the Hershey Trust (which is organized and operated for a specific school for orphaned boys and is controlled in connection with that school), university presses, and similar organizations are examples of organizations expected to qualify for this category.\textsuperscript{22}

The Senate Report is virtually identical but does not name the Hershey Trust explicitly. Instead, it generally describes “organizations organized and operated for the benefit of a specific school and also controlled by or operated in

\begin{itemize}
\item 17. See infra note 23.
\item 18. See infra notes 21-22.
\item 19. Quarrie Charitable Fund v. Comm’r, 603 F.2d 1274, 1277-78 (7th Cir. 1979).
\item 20. Id. at 1278.
\item 22. Id. at 225-27.
\end{itemize}
connection with that school."²³

Although the legislative history is sparse, the reasoning behind Congress's creation of supporting organizations is expressed consistently. Supporting organizations do not need the rigorous oversight of the private foundation tax rules because they are theoretically monitored by publicly supported charities and therefore are indirectly overseen by the public. The same justification for their tax exemption has been expressed in case law.

In Cockerline Memorial Fund v. Commissioner,²⁴ the Tax Court discussed Congress's intent when it enacted section 509.²⁵

Public charities are exempt from private foundation treatment and, consequently, the excise taxes, on the theory that public scrutiny arising from a foundation's dependence upon public funds will prevent abusive acts by the foundation. Supporting organizations are similarly excepted on the theory that scrutiny by the publicly supported organizations will prevent abuse by the supporting organization. The belief that scrutiny by a publicly supported organization, under the appropriate circumstances, is sufficient to guard against abuse by the supporting organization is embodied in section 509(a)(3). The provisions of that section are designed to insure that a supported organization has the ability and motivation to properly oversee the activities of the supporting organization.²⁶

In Cockerline, the court concluded that a "close and continuous relationship" existed between the supported charity and the petitioner involved in the case.²⁷ The relationship produced "the type of close scrutiny which renders unlikely the congressionally feared abuses," and, in fact, no such abuses occurred in the Cockerline organization.²⁸

It is clear that Congress acknowledged the special role supporting organizations play and intended to provide a structured context in which supporting organizations would operate scrupulously. This structure relies upon attention by the supported charity to insure that abuses are curtailed.

B. Like Taxes for Chocolate—The Hershey Trust Testimony

The Hershey Trust and its proponents were critical in developing the treatment of the supporting organization as exempt from the private foundation taxes of the 1969 Tax Reform Act. Pennsylvania's senior senator, Hugh D. Scott, Jr., offered several pages of testimony explaining why the enactment of section

²⁴ 86 T.C. 53 (1986).
²⁵ Id. at 64-65.
²⁶ Id. at 65 (internal citations omitted).
²⁷ Id.
²⁸ Id.
509(a)(3) was of particular importance to the Hershey Trust.29

The Milton Hershey School is an institution that originally housed poor orphan boys in Hershey, Pennsylvania.30 Milton Hershey, who founded the Hershey Chocolate Company, established the school in 1909, before federal income taxes. Rather than funding the school directly, he established two entities: the school itself and a trust to hold the school’s assets. The school qualified as a publicly supported charity because it was an educational organization, having a regular faculty, curriculum, and student body. The IRS apparently considered the trust to be effectively the same entity as the school, since the governing body of the trust and the school were the same and had similar purposes.31

However, the 1969 Tax Reform Act caused some concern that the trust would be treated as a private foundation under the new rules. Senator Scott defended the trust, stating that it would be “most unfortunate” if the private foundation rules applied to the trust, and explaining that the “hardship would have been suffered by the School and its students.”32 Senator Scott’s pleas on behalf of the Hershey Trust were well received.33

References to the Hershey Trust by name appear in the regulations, and it is clear that this organization was critical in securing the advantages of public charity status to supporting organizations. Were it not for the quirky structure of this chocolate charity, supporting organizations might not exist today.


30. The school was originally founded for orphan boys, but the Milton Hershey School now accepts students of both sexes, and they do not have to be orphans. See Milton Hershey School, Admissions Criteria for New Students, http://www.mhs-pa.org/admissions/criteria/ (last visited Feb. 7, 2006).

31. See TREACY, supra note 29, at B-401 (referencing a 1951 Revenue Ruling issued to the school and the trust).

32. Id.

33. Id. Senator Wallace F. Bennett of Utah, a member of the Committee on Finance, stated in his testimony that he would like to

assure the senior Senator from Pennsylvania that the committee ... was very mindful of the problem that certain organizations would have had in the absence of proposed section 509(a)(3) ... [and that] the sort of situation involving the Milton Hershey School described by the senior Senator from Pennsylvania is what the Committee on Finance had in mind when it approved this part of the bill.

Id.
II. TAX RULES APPLICABLE TO SUPPORTING ORGANIZATIONS

A. Overview

The Tax Reform Act of 1969 created a scheme of rules that apply to private foundations.35 These regulations specifically did not apply to charities that were not categorized as private foundations.36 Supporting organizations were not private foundations, and thus were exempt from the new rules.37

Supporting organizations are instead subject to the requirements of section 509(a)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code and that section’s treasury regulations. Section 509(a)(3) provides that an organization is not a private foundation and is therefore classified as a supporting organization if it:

(A) is organized, and at all times thereafter is operated, exclusively for the benefit of, to perform the functions of, or to carry out the purposes of one or more specified organizations described in paragraph (1) or (2),

(B) is operated, supervised, or controlled by or in connection with one or more organizations described in paragraph (1) or (2), and

(C) is not controlled directly or indirectly by one or more disqualified persons . . . other than foundation managers and other than one or more organizations described in paragraph (1) or (2).38

As developed more fully in the regulations, 509(a)(3) establishes an Organizational Test and an Operational Test (in part A), a Type of Relationship Test (in part B), and a Control Test (in part C).39 The Organizational and Operational Tests vary depending upon how the organization is classified under the Type of Relationship Test. The best way to understand the regulations is to begin with a discussion of the three types of relationships supporting organizations have with their supported charities.

34. See Appendix A for a “map” of supporting organization structures resulting from the applicable tax regulations.
36. Quarrie Charitable Fund v. Comm’r, 603 F.2d 1274, 1277 (7th Cir. 1979). “The definition of a private foundation is intentionally inclusive: all organizations exempted from tax by Section 501(c)(3) are private foundations except for those specified in Section 509(a)(1) through (4). The exceptions are churches, schools, and hospitals, § 509(a)(1), other publicly supported organizations, § 509(a)(2), and supporting organizations of such excepted organizations.” Id. (citations omitted).
37. Id.
38. I.R.C. § 509(a)(3) (2000). For simplicity, this Article uses the term “charity” to refer to “organizations described in paragraph (1) or (2).”
39. For a good practitioner-oriented overview of the supporting organization rules, see GERALD B. TREACY, JR., SUPPORTING ORGANIZATIONS (1996), and the more recent B.N.A. Tax Management Portfolio of the same title.
B. The Type of Relationship Test

Section 509(a)(3)(B) contemplates three types of relationships between charities and their supporting organizations.\textsuperscript{40} The relationships are categorized as Type I, Type II, and Type III, and each type bases its justification for exemption on slightly different language in the Code section.\textsuperscript{41} Type I organizations must be "operated, supervised, or controlled by" a charity.\textsuperscript{42} Type II organizations must be "supervised or controlled in connection with" a charity.\textsuperscript{43} Type III organizations must be "operated in connection with" a charity.\textsuperscript{44} Once a supporting organization has established that it meets the description of one of these three types of relationships, it must meet the requirements that apply to that relationship type.

1. Type I Organizations.—Type I relationships are perhaps the simplest. A Type I organization must be operated, supervised, or controlled by its supporting charity.\textsuperscript{45} Type I relationships are "comparable to that of a parent and subsidiary, where the subsidiary is under the direction of, and accountable or responsible to, the parent organization."\textsuperscript{46} Type I relationships are established when the supported charity (through its officers, members, or all or part of its governing body) appoints or elects a majority of the officers, directors, or trustees of the supporting organization.\textsuperscript{47} The regulations provide that "the distinguishing feature [of Type I organizations] is the presence of a substantial degree of direction by the publicly supported organizations over the conduct of the supporting organization."\textsuperscript{48}

\textsuperscript{40} I.R.C. § 509(a)(3)(B) (2000).

\textsuperscript{41} First, there is a distinction between charities that rely on the word "by" rather than the phrase "in connection with." Charities that rely on the word "by" are classified as Type I Organizations (operated, supervised, or controlled by a charity—"by" relationships). Type I organizations are "operated, supervised, or controlled by or in connection with" qualifying charities. Second, there is a distinction, among charities that rely on the phrase "in connection with," between charities that rely on the phrase "supervised or controlled," and charities that rely on the word "operated." Charities that rely on the phrase "supervised or controlled" are classified as Type II Organizations (supervised or controlled in connection with a charity—"overseen with" relationships). Type II organizations are "operated, supervised, or controlled by or in connection with" qualifying charities. Charities that rely on the word "operated" are classified as Type III Organizations (operated in connection with a charity—"operated with" relationships). Type III organizations are "operated, supervised, or controlled by or in connection with" qualifying charities. \textit{See id.} § 509(a)(3)(B) (emphasis added).


\textsuperscript{43} \textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{44} \textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{45} \textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{46} See \textit{id.} § 1.509(a)-4(g)(1)(i).

\textsuperscript{47} \textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{48} \textit{Id.} § 1.509(a)-4(f)(4). This direction should extend "over the policies, programs, and activities of the supporting organization." \textit{See id.} § 1.509(a)-4(g)(1)(i).
A Type I relationship may exist even though the supporting organization is not governed by representatives of the charity it supports. It is possible for a supporting organization to be "operated, supervised, or controlled by" one charity but to be operated "for the benefit of" a different charity. These alternative relationship structures for Type I supporting organization are only allowed if it is clear that the purposes of the operating, controlling, or supervising charity are carried out by benefiting the other charity. Although slight variations on the parent-subsidiary relationship are permitted, most Type I supporting organizations are clearly and directly supervised and controlled by their supported charity.

2. Type II Organizations.—Type II relationships can be more complex than the parent-subsidiary style Type I relationships, but they are still easily categorized and defined. Type II organizations must be "supervised or controlled in connection with" their supporting charities. These organizations are more akin to sibling entities with a common parent, as opposed to the parent-subsidiary relationship characterizing Type I relationships. For example, a supporting organization might function as a subsidiary fundraising entity for a hospital, with both the hospital and the supporting organization overseen by a parent management company.

The regulations provide that "the distinguishing feature [of Type II organizations] is the presence of common supervision or control among the governing bodies of all organizations involved, such as the presence of common directors." In Type II organizations, there must be "common supervision or control" by the leaders who oversee both the supporting organization and the supported charity. Some people who have the power to manage or control the supported charity must also manage the supporting organization. This common control requirement is "to insure that the supporting organization will be responsive to the needs and requirements" of the charity it supports.

A supporting organization will not qualify as a Type II organization if all it does is give money to a supported charity. Payment of money by a supporting organization to a charity, even when the charity can enforce the payments under state law, does not establish a significant enough connection between the two organizations to satisfy the Type II Relationship Test. Type II organizations, the least common of the three types, are most commonly used by publicly

49. Id. § 1.509(a)-4(g)(1)(ii).
50. Id.
51. Id.
52. Id. § 1.509(a)-4(a)(3).
53. Id. § 1.509(a)-4(f)(4).
54. Id. § 1.509(a)-4(h)(1).
55. Id.
56. Id.
57. Id. § 1.509(a)-4(h)(2).
58. Id.
supported charities who wish to establish a separate fund-raising arm.59

3. Type III Organizations.—Type III organizations are complex. The Type III structure provides the loosest connection between the supporting organization and its supported public charity. These organizations need only be “operated in connection with” their supported charity.60 The regulations provide that “the distinctive feature [of Type III organizations] is that the supporting organization is responsive to, and significantly involved in the operations of, the publicly supported organization.”61 Type III organizations must, therefore, satisfy two tests: the “Responsiveness” Test and the “Integral Part” Test.62 Complicating matters further, more liberal rules apply to grandfathered Type III supporting organizations—those operating before November 20, 1970.63

a. The Responsiveness Test.—All Type III supporting organizations must meet the Responsiveness Test in one of two ways.64 Both ways are intended to ensure that the supporting organization will be “responsive to the needs or demands” of the charity it supports.65

(i) The Significant Voice Test.—The first way in which a supporting organization can meet the Responsiveness Test is by passing the “Significant Voice” Test.66 Under this test, the supported charity must influence the governing board of the supporting organization using one of three possible approaches: (1) the supported charity’s leaders or members (“officers, directors, trustees, or membership”) must appoint or elect one or more of the supporting organization’s leaders (“officers, directors, or trustees”);67 (2) one or more of the supported charity’s leaders must also be a leader of supporting organization;68 or (3) the supporting organization’s leaders must “maintain a close and continuous working relationship” with leaders of the supported charity.69 Regardless of which approach is used, the result must be that the supported charity’s leaders “have a significant voice in the investment policies of the supporting organization, the timing of grants, the manner of making them, and the selection of recipients by [the] supporting organization, and in otherwise directing the use


60. 26 C.F.R. § 1.509(a)-4(a)(3).
61. Id. § 1.509(a)-4(f)(4).
62. Id. § 1.509(a)-4(i)(i).
63. Id. § 1.509(a)-4(i)(1)(ii). These grandfathered organizations are permitted additional means of meeting the Responsiveness Test; “additional facts and circumstances, such as a historic and continuing relationship between organizations, may be taken into account.” Id.
64. Id. § 1.509(a)-4(i)(2)(i).
65. Id.
66. Id. § 1.509(a)-4(i)(2)(ii).
67. Id. § 1.509(a)-4(i)(2)(ii)(a).
68. Id. § 1.509(a)-4(i)(2)(ii)(b).
69. Id. § 1.509(a)-4(i)(2)(ii)(c).
of the income or assets of [the] supporting organization."70 All charities organized as corporations must meet this first alternative test.71 

(ii) The Charitable Trust Test.—If the supporting organization is a charitable trust, it has a second way to meet the Responsiveness Test.72 This test has three requirements: (1) the supporting organization must be a charitable trust under state law;73 (2) the charitable trust’s governing document must name the supported charity as a beneficiary;74 and (3) the supported charity must have the right to compel an accounting and to enforce the trust under state law.75

b. The Integral Part Test.—In addition to meeting either prong of the Responsiveness Test, all Type III supporting organizations must also meet the Integral Part Test.76 The Integral Part Test is used to determine whether the supporting organization “maintains a significant involvement in the operations” of the supported charity, and that the supported charity is “in turn dependent upon the supporting organization for the type of support which it provides.”77 In order to meet this test, the supporting organization must satisfy one of two alternative prongs: the “But For” Test or the “Substantially All Income” Test.78

(i) The But For Test.—A Type III organization can satisfy the first alternative prong of the Integral Part Test by engaging in activities “for or on behalf of” the supported charity.79 The supporting organization must undertake these activities in order to “perform the functions of, or to carry out the purposes of [the supported charity].”80 The crux of this test is the requirement that “but for the involvement of the supporting organization,” the supported charity would normally engage in the activities itself.81

(ii) The Substantially All Income Test.82—Under the second alternative prong, the supporting organization must pay “substantially all of its income to or for the use of one or more publicly supported [charities].”83 “Substantially all” means at least eighty-five percent of the supporting organization’s net income.84 The amount of support received by one or more of these charities must be sufficient to insure that the charity is attentive to the supporting organization’s

70. Id. § 1.509(a)-4(i)(2)(ii)(d).
71. The second alternative test applies only to charitable trusts. Id. § 1.509(a)-4(i)(2)(iii)(a).
72. Id. § 1.509(a)-4(i)(2)(i) and (iii).
73. Id. § 1.509(a)-4(i)(2)(iii)(a).
74. Id. § 1.509(a)-4(i)(2)(iii)(b).
75. Id. § 1.509(a)-4(i)(2)(ii)(a).
76. Id. § 1.509(a)-4(i)(2)(ii)(b).
77. Id. § 1.509(a)-4(i)(2)(iii)(c).
78. Id. § 1.509(a)-4(i)(2)(ii)(a).
79. Id. § 1.509(a)-4(i)(2)(iii)(b).
80. Id.
81. Id.
82. Some sources call this the Attentiveness Test. See Lapham Found. v. Comm’r, 84 T.C.M. (CCH) 586 (2002), aff’d, 389 F.3d 606 (6th Cir. 2004).
83. 26 C.F.R. §1.509(a)-4(i)(3)(iii).
84. Rev. Rul. 76-208, 1976-1 C.B. 161; see also Lapham Found., 84 T.C.M. (CCH) 586.
operations. This "attentiveness" requirement contemplates that the charity will oversee the operations of the supporting organization to ensure continued financial contributions.

The regulations require that a "substantial amount" of the supporting organization's total support must be donated to those charities that meet this attentiveness requirement. Further, the contribution that the supported charity receives from the supporting organization must be a significant portion of the charity's total support to ensure it will be attentive to the supporting organization's operations. To determine whether the supporting organization's support represents a sufficient part of the supported charity's total support to ensure attentiveness, if the supporting organization "makes payments to . . . a particular department or school of a university, hospital or church, the total support of the department or school [is] substituted for the total support of the beneficiary organization." For example, a supporting organization's payment to a university's law school may be a large portion of the law school's budget to attract the attention of the university, which may have a dozen or more such schools.

It is possible for a supporting organization to meet the Substantially All Income Test even where the amount of income the supporting organization gives to the supported charity fails to reflect a sizeable portion of its total support. The Substantially All Income Test is not required if "in order to avoid the interruption of . . . a particular function or activity" made possible by the supporting organization's donations, the supported charity is "sufficiently attentive to the operations of the supporting organization." Earmarking the support for a particular program or activity may have the effect of insuring this attentiveness, "even if such program or activity is not the beneficiary organization's primary program or activity so long as [the] program or activity is a substantial one." Imagine that a supporting organization funds a visiting speaker program at a medical school. This funding might be enough to secure the school's attention even if the cost of the program were small in relation to the school's total funding. However, a supporting organization will fail to meet the Substantially All Income Test if no supported charity relies upon the supporting organization for a "sufficient amount" of its total support, even if these charities

86. Id.; see also Lapham Found., 389 F.3d at 611. The court agreed with the tax court's finding that future contributions from a revocable trust were not enough to satisfy this part of the Attentiveness Test. Id. at 612. "It is difficult to believe that [the supported charity] will give [the supporting organization] the sort of regular oversight contemplated by the test when it will not be receiving substantial support from the organization for another two decades." Id.
88. Id.
89. Id.
90. Id. § 1.509(a)-4(i)(3)(iii)(b).
91. Id.
92. Id. (emphasis added).
can enforce their rights against the supporting organization under state law.\footnote{Id. § 1.509(a)-4(i)(3)(iii)(e).}

In determining whether the amount of support received by the charity is sufficient to insure that the charity is attentive to the supporting organization’s operations, the IRS considers “[a]ll pertinent factors, including the number of [supported charities], the length and nature of the relationship between the [supported charity] and supporting organization and the purpose to which the funds are put.”\footnote{Id. § 1.509(a)-4(i)(3)(iii)(d).} Because a supported charity’s attention is often motivated by the amount of funds received from the supporting organization, the larger the contribution (in terms of a fraction of the supported charity’s total support), the more likely it is that the supported charity will be sufficiently attentive to satisfy the Integral Part Test.\footnote{Id.} Evidence that the supported charity is actually attentive to the supporting organization is almost as important.\footnote{Id.}

The regulations offer an example of sufficient evidence that a charity is actually attentive: terms requiring that the supporting organization provide the supported charity with annual reports.\footnote{Id. § 1.509(a)-4(i)(3)(iii)(d).} These reports should furnish information to assist the supported charity to determine that the supporting organization’s assets are invested productively, and that the supporting organization has not been indulging in activities that would trigger the private foundation excise taxes (if the supporting organization were a private foundation), like self-dealing and risky investing.\footnote{Id.; see also I.R.C. §§ 4941, 4944.} However, the annual report requirement is only one factor the IRS may consider in determining whether a supporting organization passes the Integral Part Test, and the lack of such a requirement is not fatal.\footnote{26 C.F.R. § 1.509(a)-4(1)(3)(ii)(d).}

What if a supporting organization meets the Integral Part Test, but the endowment of the charity it supports grows, such that the supporting organization’s contribution is no longer the substantial portion of the charity’s income that it once was? The regulations provide an exception for supporting organizations in this situation.\footnote{Id. § 1.509(a)-4(i)(1)(ii)(a).} Even though a supporting organization “cannot meet the requirements . . . for its current taxable year solely because the amount received by [its supported charity] . . . is no longer sufficient” to fulfill the test,\footnote{Id. § 1.509(a)-4(i)(1)(ii)(b) (emphasis added).} the supporting organization will pass the Integral Part Test if it can show that it did meet the Integral Part Test for any five-year period,\footnote{Id. § 1.509(a)-4(i)(1)(ii)(a).} and “[t]here has been a historic and continuing relationship of support between [the] organizations” since the end of the five-year period.\footnote{Id. § 1.509(a)-4(i)(1)(ii)(c).}
C. The Organizational Test

After satisfying the Relationship Test, a supporting organization must also satisfy an Organizational Test. All types of supporting organizations must meet this requirement. The regulations explain that a supporting organization will only meet the Organizational Test—the requirement that it be “organized . . . exclusively for the benefit of, to perform the functions of, or to carry out the purposes of one or more specified [public charities]”—if its governing documents meet certain requirements. The supporting organization’s governing documents must: (1) “limit the purposes” of the supporting organization to charitable purposes described in the Code and (2) “state the specified publicly supported [charities] on whose behalf [the] organization is to be operated.” The Organizational Test, therefore, has a Purpose Limitations Test and a Charity Specification Test.

1. The Purpose Limitations Test.—Under the Purpose Limitations Test, the supporting organization’s governing documents should state purposes consistent with the Code requirement that it be “organized . . . exclusively for the benefit of, to perform the functions of, or to carry out the purposes of one or more specified [public charities].” The supporting organization’s purposes should be similar to the purposes set forth in the governing documents of the charity it supports; the purposes may be narrower than those of the charity it supports but cannot be broader. A supporting organization whose articles state that it “is for the benefit of [a] specified publicly supported [charity]” would meet this Purpose Limitation Test.

2. The Charity Specification Test.—Under the Charity Specification Test, the supporting organization must specify in its governing documents which charities it will support, and the documents cannot explicitly allow it to operate to support other entities. The method of specifying a supported charity
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in the supporting organization’s governing documents varies based on whether the supporting organization qualifies as a Type I, Type II, or Type III under the Type of Relationship Test.\\(^{115}\)

Type III organizations have a stringent standard for specifying their supported charity. The governing documents of Type III organizations must either (1) specify the supported charities by name\\(^{116}\) or (2) demonstrate a “historic and continuing relationship between the supporting organization” and the charity,\\(^{117}\) resulting in the development of a “substantial identity of interests” between the organization and the charity.\\(^{118}\) Type III organizations are also limited in their ability to substitute their specified charities.\\(^{119}\)

Type I and Type II organizations have a more generous standard than Type III organizations for specifying their supported charity. In addition to the options afforded to Type III organizations (specifying expressly by name or by a historic and continuing relationship), Type I and Type II organizations may also designate their supported charities “by class or purpose.”\\(^{120}\) The governing documents may therefore provide that the supporting organization will “support or benefit one or more beneficiary organizations which are designated by class or purpose,”\\(^{121}\) including: (1) the charity that the supporting organization
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supports or (2) charities that are "closely related in purpose or function" to that charity (or charities). In accord with the more generous specification standards afforded Types I and II, these organizations can more easily substitute a specified charity than the Type III structure.

D. The Operational Test

In addition to meeting the various aspects of the Organizational Test, supporting organizations must also meet the Operational Test. The Operational Test—which requires that a supporting organization be "operated exclusively to support" its supported charity—requires that the supporting organization have (1) permissible beneficiaries and (2) permissible activities.

1. The Permissible Beneficiaries Test.—The Permissible Beneficiaries Test of the Operational Test is met if the supporting organization engages only in activities that benefit or support the supported charity. These activities could include furnishing facilities or services, or even cash payments, to individual members of the charitable class the supported charity benefits. The activities could also include contributing payments indirectly (through an unaffiliated organization) to a member of the charitable class the supported charity benefits.

2. The Permissible Activities Test.—In order to meet the Permissible Activities Test of the Operational Test, a supporting organization need not distribute money directly to the supported charity. This requirement can be met if the supporting organization merely spends its income to engage in
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independent activities or programs that benefit the supported charity.\textsuperscript{133} It is also appropriate for the supporting organization to raise funds for the supported charity or for permissible beneficiaries, such as by hosting fund raising dinners or soliciting contributions.\textsuperscript{134}

**E. The Control Test**

Once a supporting organization has passed the Organizational and Operational Tests, and all of the subtests related to its status as a Type I, Type II, or Type III organization, it still must pass a Control Test.\textsuperscript{135} The "supporting organization may not be controlled directly or indirectly by one or more disqualified persons."\textsuperscript{136} A "disqualified person" is any one of a list of individuals or organizations that have certain relationships with the organization.\textsuperscript{137} Disqualified persons include the donor, certain of the donor's relatives, and businesses controlled by the donor or his relatives.\textsuperscript{138} Publicly supported charities and managers of foundations generally are excluded from the definition of disqualified persons in this context.\textsuperscript{139}

An organization is considered controlled if the disqualified persons can aggregate their positions of authority or their votes and cause the supporting organization "to perform any act which significantly affects its operation."\textsuperscript{140} Generally, a supporting organization is considered controlled by disqualified persons if (1) the disqualified persons' voting power is half or more of the total voting power of the governing body of the supporting organization or (2) a disqualified person can veto the organization's actions.\textsuperscript{141} The IRS considers "all
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Thus, if the governing body of a foundation is composed of five trustees, none of whom has a veto power over the actions of the foundation, and no more than two trustees are at any time disqualified persons, such foundation will not be considered to be controlled directly or indirectly by one or more disqualified persons by reason of this fact alone.
pertinent facts and circumstances" to ascertain if disqualified persons do actually control the supporting organization.142

Notwithstanding these general guidelines that determine whether the organization passes the Control Test, an organization may provide proof of independent control.143 The regulations provide an example: "in the case of a religious organization operated in connection with a church, the fact that the majority of the organization’s governing body is composed of lay persons who are substantial contributors” to the supporting organization does not cause it to fail the Control Test as long as “a representative of the church, such as a bishop . . . has control over the policies and decisions of the organization.”144 Actual, independent control must be proven to the Commissioner’s satisfaction.145

F. Grandfathered Supporting Organizations

Given the intricacy of the section 509(a)(3) regulations, it is unsurprising that they were not predicted by creators of charities before the 1969 Tax Reform Act. The regulations provide that charities established before 1970 that lack the structural documentation required by current rules still will be treated as supporting organizations if they operate as such.146 Congress imposed specific requirements on pre-1970 organizations in order to continue their tax-exempt existence as supporting organizations, and specific transitional guidelines for satisfying the Integral Part Test for Type III supporting organizations were outlined in the regulations.147 This rule creates an entire class of supporting organizations that would be classified as private foundations if they applied for
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recognition of exempt status today.

I. The Integral Part Test—Transitional Rules for Type III Organizations.—Liberal requirements for meeting the Integral Part Test apply for supporting organizations established before November 20, 1970. If a grandfathered supporting organization meets the requirements of the transitional rule, it need not pass all aspects of the Integral Part Test. In each tax year, the trustee of a grandfathered trust must make “written reports to all of the [supported charities] . . . setting forth a description of the assets of the trust, including a detailed list of the assets and the income produced by such assets.”

A grandfathered supporting organization must pass five requirements. First, all of the existing interests in the trust must be devoted to one or more charitable purposes, and a deduction must have been allowed regarding these charitable interests. Second, the trust must have been created before November 20, 1970, and not have received any later contributions or transfers. Third, the trust’s governing instrument must require the organization to make current distributions of its net income to its designated supported charity. Where the supporting organization’s governing instrument designates several supported charities, the supporting organization must currently distribute its entire net income in fixed portions to those supported charities. Fourth, the trustee cannot have any discretion to vary either the identity of the beneficiaries or the amounts the trust pays to them. Finally, no trustee may be considered to be a “disqualified person” in relationship to the trust (if the supporting organization had been
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Id.
classified as a private foundation). If a supporting organization meets these criteria, it will not be categorized as a private foundation even though it does not meet the current requirements for supporting organizations.

2. Consequences for Grandfathered Organizations.—What are the practical consequences of being a grandfathered supporting organization? On their face, these entities may appear to be private foundations under current tax law. Trustees who are unaware of the grandfathering provision may therefore pay taxes from the charity as if it were a private foundation. Pre-1969 supporting organizations may also be structured as simple income-only trusts (e.g., pay all of the income to Samford University in perpetuity). Income-only trusts pose a variety of investment challenges. When considering the complexity of supporting organizations, it is important to remember the differences of this grandfathered class; if dramatic change is made, will current organizations be grandfathered, creating three classes of organizations?

III. BENEFITS OF SUPPORTING ORGANIZATIONS

Supporting organizations provide advantages both to those who give and those who receive. It is a useful planning tool for wealthy families seeking to meet charitable goals, and for charitable entities seeking to structure ownership of their assets efficiently. This section will discuss the benefits of supporting organizations first to donors, and then to charities.

A. Benefits to Donors

The major benefit of supporting organizations to donors is that they allow charitable dollars to go further by avoiding the morass of private foundation rules and penalty taxes. This has two results: (1) fewer hindrances on administration and (2) avoidance of the excise tax on investment income.

The private foundation rules that do not apply to publicly supported charities—and supporting organizations—include restrictions on self-dealing, excess business holdings, and investments. Private foundations may not engage in transactions with “disqualified persons” (those closely associated with the foundation, such as major donors, family members, or affiliated companies). They must also limit their holdings of any one security to a certain portion of their investment portfolio. Private foundations are also forbidden to make “jeopardizing” investments—holdings with an unreasonable amount of risk. These rules limit the way private foundations can structure their business agreements and invest their assets.

Donors to publicly supported charities also enjoy two personal income tax
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advantages over donors to private foundations. The charitable deduction for gifts to publicly supported charities is capped at fifty percent of adjusted gross income, as opposed to thirty percent for private foundations. Gifts to public charities are also permitted to be deducted at fair market value, whereas gifts of certain kinds of property to private foundations are limited to basis.

In examining the issues surrounding supporting organizations, the Panel on the Nonprofit Sector has identified ways that Type III supporting organizations are “uniquely suited” to address charitable purposes. The Panel suggests that Type III organizations have proven to be an excellent charitable vehicle for donors. For example, donors who want to be sure that property they give is permanently dedicated to a particular charitable program or purpose of a charity can contribute the property to a Type III supporting organization with management that is independent from the supported charity. Similarly, a donor who wishes to donate antiques or unique items such as collectibles can ensure that the items will remain on display instead of being sold to support the charity’s other activities by utilizing a Type III supporting organization. A donor can also use a Type III supporting organization where she wants to benefit several different charities that may have conflicting short- and long-term goals, because the “independent management” structure of a Type III can “effectively balance the charities’ competing goals.”

Supporting organizations may also offer families a unique view of philanthropy, through partnership with a publicly supported charity. As one pair of advisors put it, “A family relationship with a public charity provides a pleasant and natural forum for discussion on how to use family wealth wisely.” Whereas private foundations may allow only minimal contacts between donors and the recipients of funds, the close relationship supporting organizations afford may help donors recognize the impact of their contributions. Supporting organizations may work best for donors in certain circumstances, including where (1) the donors have a particular public charity they want to benefit, rather than general philanthropic goals; (2) the donors are aware of individuals that they would like to serve as directors, who would not violate the control rules (perhaps a group of friends); and (3) the funding is sufficient to make a stand-alone entity
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worthwhile.\textsuperscript{171}

\section*{B. Benefits to Charities}

Supporting organizations are created not only by individual donors, but by the publicly supported charities the organizations benefit. Charities create these entities for several reasons: efficient management of assets, segregation of functions (such as fund-raising), and asset protection. The supporting organization structure allows these benefits without subjecting the charity to the arduous task of complying with the private foundation excise tax rules.\textsuperscript{172}

Type III supporting organizations provide unique support to charities. The Panel on the Nonprofit Sector's interim report to Congress found that Type III supporting organizations operated in connection with state universities are able “to hold and manage technology assets independently so that they are not subject to control and potential appropriation by state governments for other, unrelated state programs.”\textsuperscript{173} The Panel also reported that the Type III supporting organization structure is useful for domestic “friends” organizations of foreign public charities; the independent management structure of a Type III supporting organization is utilized so that the supporting organization can solicit U.S. contributions for the benefit of the foreign charity, without being considered a mere conduit for it.\textsuperscript{174}

The Panel also reported how Type III supporting organizations benefit charitable institutions such as hospitals. The Panel found that “[m]any hospitals, educational institutions and other public charities are structured as networks of service providers [and not] single entities.”\textsuperscript{175} The Type III structure is important to these types of networks because frequently the parent charitable organization, which directs and provides administrative services to its subsidiaries, can only qualify for 501(c)(3) status as a Type III supporting organization.\textsuperscript{176} This results from the fact that the parent organization controls the supported charities as opposed to being controlled by them (or under common control with them).\textsuperscript{177}

Finally, the Panel reported that governmental entities can use Type III supporting organizations to help them advance their public purposes.\textsuperscript{178} The Panel provided an example: when a state attorney general oversees a nonprofit hospital conversion in which the sale proceeds are used to fund a community
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foundation’s supporting organization, the attorney general may recommend using a Type III supporting organization.179 This assures that the new entity holding the assets has an independent identity from the community foundation180. The Panel found that, in other cases, state or federal law may prohibit government-controlled entities from engaging in activities that an independent support organization could do for the benefit of the governmental entity.181

Clearly, supporting organizations have some benefits that other types of charities do not have. Eliminating them may cause grave loss to the philanthropic community, who will be unable to replicate the roles these charities played with other types of nonprofit entities.

C. Promoting Supporting Organizations Too Hard

The unbridled enthusiasm for supporting organizations shown by some advisors is enough to give one pause. Although supporting organizations clearly have some advantages over private foundations and are a unique planning tool, they remain vehicles for charitable giving—in that the donor parts with ownership and control of the assets, which should be used to benefit charitable causes. In an attempt to sell clients on the idea of supporting organizations, some advisors have overstepped their bounds and insinuated that this type of charitable vehicle offers its donors unfettered control of donated assets.

For example, in the CPA Journal (published by the New York State Society of Certified Public Accountants), one CPA writes,

Supporting organizations can be used by anyone in the high-income tax bracket who wishes to retain control of assets within the family. They can receive a 50% adjusted gross income (AGI) deduction for removing the asset ownership from their estate, yet maintain virtually the same control they had as fee-simple owners. Control can be passed down to successive generations if desired.182

With such promotions in the mainstream, it is no wonder donors expect an unreasonable amount of control over the assets they have donated. This expectation of control is central to the abuses perceived in the exempt organization context and will be explored more fully in the next section.

IV. CONCERNS WITH SUPPORTING ORGANIZATION ABUSE

If you can’t trust charities, who can you trust? The past few years have revealed disheartening examples of abuse of fiduciary power by leaders of both corporations and charities.183 The corporate scandals of years past184 were
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perhaps foreshadowing of the nonprofit scandals coming to light today.\textsuperscript{185} In addressing scandals in the for-profit arena, the primary corrective legislation, the Sarbanes-Oxley Act,\textsuperscript{186} focused on increased transparency and monitoring. While reformers have proposed that portions of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act be applied to nonprofits, some state legislatures are examining proposed Sarbanes-Oxley-type regulations aimed at increasing and improving nonprofit governance and accountability.\textsuperscript{187} Scholars and lawyers alike agree that the time has come for charities to be more accountable to the public.\textsuperscript{188}

\textit{A. Abuse Makes Headlines}

Contemporary concern with the abuses existing in supporting organizations was sparked by a front-page \textit{Wall Street Journal} article in 1998.\textsuperscript{189} Although several years have passed since the article was published, it is still cited by politicians and reformers as evidence of the need for reform. The \textit{Journal} article called supporting organizations "a suddenly hot charitable vehicle" and exposed the actions of several supporting organizations and their famous donors, namely Carl Icahn, Gerry Spence, and David Cammack.\textsuperscript{190}

Ex-corporate raider Carl Icahn was looking for a way to donate some stock, retain as much control over that stock as possible, and get the most tax-deductible bang for his buck.191 He found it—in a Type III supporting organization. By transferring the stock to a supporting organization of his own creation, Icahn maintained control of the stock, avoided capital gains taxes, and enjoyed an income tax deduction for the full value of the assets (a perk reserved for publicly supported charities; donations to private foundations are limited by cost basis192).193 Icahn claimed only one “disadvantage” of his supporting organization: sharing board membership control with a majority of “outsiders” who represent the charity’s interests.194 Icahn stated that his supporting organization will ultimately benefit underprivileged children, but initially, the result was just a healthy tax break.195

David Cammack amassed his wealth through real estate investment.196 When it came time for charitable giving, Cammack wanted to share his antique car collection with a museum.197 Instead of making an outright donation of the cars to a museum, which would give the museum total discretion to display, and the power to sell, his valuable cars, Cammack’s lawyer suggested that he place the cars in a supporting organization.198 Cammack donated three Tuckers to his supporting organization and received an immediate tax deduction for their value.199 Cammack did not immediately part with the vehicles, primarily because he imposed conditions on his “gift” to the Antique Automobile Club of America.200 In order to exhibit his cars, they must first build a museum to his satisfaction, complete with a Cammack family wing.201

Gerry Spence, a famous trial attorney, created a supporting organization to preserve his Wyoming ranch in perpetuity and to keep it out of the hands of developers.202 The supporting organization has a relationship with the Trial Lawyers College, and the ranch is often used by fledgling lawyers as a place to become skilled in trial techniques.203 Although the land is arguably being put to a charitable purpose, the structure allows Spence to retain significant control over his “donation.”^204^ 

The common theme among these supporting organizations is the continued
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amount of control exercised over assets theoretically donated to charity. Although the donors were clearly well-advised and appeared to be abiding by applicable tax rules, the transactions violate the spirit of the laws designed to encourage philanthropy. The supporting organization structure allowed these multi-millionaire donors to keep an immediate tax benefit without exhibiting a clear or immediate charitable benefit—merely minimizing taxes while continuing to control the property.

Not all practitioners believe the Wall Street Journal article was even-handed. An article published on the Planned Giving Design Center website noted the negative tone of the Journal article and expressed concern that “people will read the article (including members of Congress and their tax writing staffs) and will reach a conclusion regarding supporting organizations that does not reflect reality in most cases.” Limiting the ability of donors to use supporting organizations because of the wrongdoings of a few individuals can deny society of substantial philanthropic help. The flexible nature of supporting organizations appeals to successful entrepreneurs who seek to address charitable needs through their talents as well as their funds, and this may be a “boon to the future framework of the charitable world.” Unduly criticizing supporting organizations is not without its costs.

B. Simultaneous Scandals

Around the time that the Wall Street Journal article made supporting organizations dinner table conversation, another scandal involving supporting organizations was unfurling in the public eye. Several supporting organizations and private foundations affiliated with Reader’s Digest were dismantled and their assets were distributed to public charities under the supervision of the New York State Attorney General.

George Grune was the chief executive of Reader’s Digest, chairman of two private foundations—the Lila Wallace-Reader’s Digest Fund, Inc. and the
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DeWitt Wallace-Reader’s Digest Fund, Inc. — and a member of the board of seven supporting organizations. The seven supporting organizations and the two private foundations were initially funded with Reader’s Digest stock, and remained highly invested in this stock in 1996. Together, the private foundations held seventy-one percent of the voting interest in Reader’s Digest Association, Inc. Consequently, whoever controlled the foundations controlled the company. George Grune controlled both.

Throughout the late 1990s, the value of Reader’s Digest stock fell precipitously, and dividends were scaled back dramatically. The stock lost about half of its value between 1992 and 1997, and its dividends decreased by roughly fifty percent in July 1997. Despite these losses, the supporting organizations did not diversify and saw the value of their shares plummet from $1.85 billion in 1992 to $0.7 billion in 1997. Evidence suggested that the supported charities should have diversified, but George Grune’s control—either direct or indirect—resulted in the supporting organizations clinging to rapidly depreciating assets. Arguably, the supported charities should have had a stronger voice in the investment decisions of the supporting organizations.

C. Loans to Donors: Abuse of a Different Color

A 2004 Chronicle of Philanthropy article, Donors Set Up Grant-Making Groups, Then Borrow Back Their Gifts, reawakened lawmakers’ attention to the abuses occurring with supporting organizations. Focusing largely on shady lending transactions, the article exposed several acts of questionable legitimacy.

For example, the Muralt Family Foundation was founded by a father and son
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to support a children’s shelter. After funding the Foundation with $1.4 million, however, the founders borrowed back $758,000 and used the proceeds for personal purposes.

Similarly, the Hill Family Foundation was generous in making loans to its founder. The Foundation was funded with real estate sold for $225,917—the bulk of which ($220,655) was returned to Spencer Hill, the founder and donor, in two loans. The funds were used to pay off the donor’s personal loans and to invest in real estate. Any profits from the real estate investment belonged to the donor, not to the charity.

The Malecha Family Foundation also loaned the majority of its assets to its donor. Four months after its initial funding of $1,000,000, the charity loaned Mr. Malecha $800,000 of his original donation. The contribution entitled Mr. Malecha to a charitable income tax deduction even though the loan allowed him to retain the use of the majority of the funds he had contributed.

A fourth supporting organization, the Rock and Terri Ballstaedt Charitable Supporting Organization, returned its entire initial funding amount of $186,000 to its donors as a loan. Mr. Ballstaedt originally secured the loan with his home, but, as debts to arm’s-length creditors grew, the supporting organization released the security interest, leaving the loan unsecured.

The Chronicle reported that these lending transactions, although surprising, are not uncommon enough. An examination of IRS Form 990 data exposed eighteen organizations that extended loans of $100,000 or more to officers and directors between 1998 and 2001. The loans totaled over $7 million, and in a majority of the cases, the foundation loaned out over half of its assets.

Lending transactions between a supporting foundation and its donors are not illegal. Although private foundation tax laws ban loans between foundations and disqualified persons, these rules do not apply to supporting organizations. Entering into these transactions is not illegal, but it is not what supporting organizations were intended to accomplish.
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D. Legislative Response to Abuse Begins

After the Wall Street Journal and the Chronicle of Philanthropy brought these abuses into the spotlight, several senators initiated the reformation of supporting organizations.233 On June 22, 2004, the Senate Finance Committee gathered a panel of experts and interested groups to testify and to discuss potential changes to the laws governing tax-exempt organizations.234 The U.S. Senate Committee on Finance Roundtable on Tax Exemption generated not only ample concern regarding the abuses (and potential for abuse) in the supporting organization context, but it also found support for their good works and potential for accomplishing charitable goals.235

Mark Everson, the Commissioner of the Internal Revenue Service, testified before the Senate Finance Committee on June 22, 2004.236 He explained the concerns relating to supporting organizations, but acknowledged the legitimate use of the structure:

Let me emphasize here that we believe the vast majority of supporting organizations are entirely legitimate and upstanding charities. However, some tax planners see the supporting organization primarily as a means by which an organization’s creator can effectively operate what would


ordinarily be a private foundation under the less restrictive rules applicable to public charities. Self-dealing and certain other transactions with substantial contributors to these organizations would be prohibited in the private foundation context. However, some of the abuses and promotions we have seen clearly are not consistent with tax-exempt status.  

Commissioner Everson gave examples of the abuses noted:  

[I]n one promotion we have uncovered there is, almost immediately after a purported charitable donation to a supporting organization, an unsecured loan of all or a significant portion of the funds back to the donor and creator. A key part of this transaction is the effort by the promoter to ensure a lack of oversight of the supporting organization by the public charity it purports to support. While too technical to outline in this testimony, we are seeing several strategies that frustrate the ability of the supported public charity to oversee its supporting organization, clearing the way for abuses.

The Senate Finance Committee Roundtable also included testimony from the charitable community, including American Hospital Association representative Dan Coleman, President and Chief Executive Officer of John C. Lincoln Health Network in Phoenix. He testified about the importance of the supporting organization structure; many hospital parent corporations are structured as supporting organizations and are operated legitimately. In his testimony, Mr. Coleman explained that supporting organization status is often used in the hospital context to categorize the parent corporation, to secure tax-exempt status and avoid treatment as a private foundation.

Coleman acknowledged the Finance Committee’s legitimate concern that the supporting organization classification has been misused.

Private individuals who are establishing and securing tax-exemptions for organizations that are not organized or being properly operated as
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supporting organizations should be subject to the full enforcement power of the IRS to revoke exempt status and/or impose intermediate sanctions. . . . Any proposed elimination of these supporting organizations would greatly harm hospitals.\(^{243}\)

Senators Charles Grassley\(^{244}\) and Max Baucus\(^{245}\) wrote to the Department of the Treasury on February 3, 2005, outlining the abuses that concerned them.\(^{246}\) The senators expressed concern regarding the inappropriate use of charitable organizations for purposes of tax avoidance and evasion and particularly about “charitable organizations avoiding private foundation rules by claiming public charity status as a Type III supporting organization (SO) under section 509(a)(3) of the Code.”\(^{247}\) The senators encouraged the Department of Treasury to revisit the regulations creating Type III supporting organizations.\(^{248}\)

The U.S. Senate Finance Committee issued a press release on April 25, 2005, in which senators commented on the apparent abuses in supporting organizations.\(^{249}\) The press release quoted Senator Grassley extensively:

“This is extremely troubling,” Grassley said. “Individuals are using supporting organizations to play fast and loose with the tax rules intended to help charities and encourage giving. It’s clear Congress and the administration will have to take steps to stop this abuse and ensure that charitable donations benefit the needy. I’m deeply disturbed that with a good number of supporting organizations, people are taking multi-million dollar tax deductions for what they claim are contributions to charity, yet too often the result is a thimbleful of benefit to charity.

“Both a Congressional Research Service report and the Finance Committee’s review have made it clear that the problem isn’t limited to Type III supporting organizations. The snake oil salesmen have also figured out how to manipulate Type I and II supporting organizations for the benefit of themselves and their clients. Meanwhile, the charities are lucky if they receive enough money to buy a blanket for the homeless. While the taxpayers get bilked by this abuse, sadly the needy ultimately suffer because they’re denied the benefits intended by the tax law.

“The law intended to allow supporting organizations only for a narrow set of circumstances. Unfortunately, creative types are exploiting a loophole in the regulations by setting up supporting organizations to skirt the laws governing private foundations. You could drive a Mack truck

---
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through that loophole.”

Senator Baucus was similarly critical: “The purpose of giving taxpayers a charitable deduction is to encourage charitable works—bestowing this tax benefit is a public trust. Unfortunately, many entities organized as supporting organizations are little more than private piggy banks for greedy individuals.”

E. Judicial Examination of Supporting Organizations

While the legislature works toward a resolution, the courts are refining the supporting organization structure bit by bit. In Lapham Foundation, Inc. v. Commissioner, the tax court held that a supporting organization that allegedly benefited a donor-advised fund failed several of the tests required for supporting organizations.

Charles P. and Maxine V. Lapham (the “Laphams”) created the Lapham Foundation (the “Foundation”) in 1998. The Foundation, a nonprofit corporation incorporated in Michigan, was set up to “operate exclusively for the benefit of the American Endowment Foundation [(AEF)], a publicly supported charit[y].” The Foundation’s board of directors consisted of the Laphams and three other individuals, one of whom was a representative of the AEF. The Foundation’s only asset was a promissory note in the amount of $1,554,244, made by a corporation which the Laphams owned and which was payable to them individually. The Foundation’s income was to be “[d]onations from the Lapham family and its friends, including individuals and businesses,” and “[i]nterest on investments.”

After being denied supporting organization status by the IRS, the Foundation filed a declaratory judgment action in Tax Court. Because the Foundation claimed to operate in connection with a supported charity, it was analyzed under the Type III requirements. The Foundation failed to meet the Attentiveness Test under the Integral Part Test for Type III organizations.

The court recognized that the Foundation passed the Responsiveness Test as required for a Type III organization, but it still had to clear the Integral Part
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hurdle.\textsuperscript{260} To meet the Integral Part Test, the Foundation must satisfy either the But For Test or the Attentiveness Test.\textsuperscript{261} The Foundation fulfilled neither.\textsuperscript{262}

In an attempt to satisfy the But For Test, the Foundation claimed that but for its involvement, the AEF would discontinue making grants to support activities in the southeastern Michigan area, the targeted area of the Lapham’s charitable aims.\textsuperscript{263} The court was quick to note that: “such grant-making activities cannot properly be characterized as something in which AEF \textit{would} be engaged \textit{but for} petitioner’s support. Rather, distributing grant moneys is something in which AEF \textit{is} and will continue to be engaged \textit{regardless} of support from petitioner.”\textsuperscript{264} Thus, the Foundation failed the But For Test.\textsuperscript{265}

The Foundation had one more chance: passing the alternative Attentiveness Test. The court analyzed the “criteria intended to cultivate attentiveness” to determine whether the Foundation’s support was enough or earmarked for an essential activity so that the charity worked to ensure continued donations.\textsuperscript{266} Initially, the court noted that “support significant in amount relative to the beneficiary’s total support is generally the defining characteristic.”\textsuperscript{267} The court easily found that the Foundation’s anticipated donation of $7600, when compared to the AEF’s yearly donations of over $7 million, was insignificant to ensure AEF’s attentiveness.\textsuperscript{268} The Foundation also claimed that it met the second facet of the Attentiveness Test because its funds were earmarked for a substantial activity of AEF. In response, the court noted that the AEF was not required to use the Foundation’s money as requested.\textsuperscript{269}

The Foundation did not meet either alternative test of the integral part requirement.\textsuperscript{270} The Foundation appealed to the Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals which affirmed the tax court’s findings.\textsuperscript{271}

Court guidance on qualifying supporting organizations, such as the analysis provided in \textit{Lapham}, may help brighten the details of the supporting organization structure. Substantial reform, however, must come in the form of legislation, not litigation.
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V. POTENTIAL FOR CHANGE

The Treasury seems poised for change, and various organizations have proposed reforms that aim to curb the abuses relating to supporting organizations while preserving the form of entity as a charitable alternative. The American Bar Association, the Council on Foundations, and the Panel on the Nonprofit Sector all offered suggestions for reform.

A. American Bar Association

The American Bar Association’s Tax Section responded in writing to the Finance Committee Roundtable’s proposal to eliminate Type III supporting organizations.272 The Tax Section acknowledged that these organizations have been misused and that the Type III structure maintains its potential for abuse; however, the Tax Section was hesitant to support a complete elimination of Type III organizations, and it instead made several specific suggestions to reform supporting organization tax law.273 The Tax Section believed the Type III structure’s benefits outweigh its potential for abuses, noting that this structure “offers institutions and donors valuable flexibility.”274

The Tax Section’s recommendations were aimed at increasing the supported charity’s involvement with the supporting organization. The Tax Section proposed that the supported charity and the Type III organization demonstrate their commitment to work together.275 The Tax Section’s recommendations included the following:

1. Require new Type III supporting organizations to include an attachment to their application for recognition of tax-exempt status (Form 1023). The attachment would include a document bearing the signature of an officer of the supporting organization stating that the charity agrees to be supported and has received copies of the supporting organization’s governing documents.276 If an officer of the supported charity has agreed to actively oversee the supporting organization’s activities, that officer should also confirm that commitment on the attachment.277

2. Require existing Type III supporting organizations to provide a similar attachment to their annual tax filing (Form 990).278

3. Require Type III organizations that are organized as corporations to state
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how often during the year the representative of the supporting organization attended board meetings or otherwise exerted influence over the supporting organization’s corporations.279 The supported organization should establish a minimum level of involvement; failing to meet this requirement could mean losing status as a public charity.280

4. Require all Type III organizations to report their activities annually to each public charity they support. The report should include detailed financial information so that the supported charity can “determine whether it wishes to separate itself from the Type III organization, to become more actively involved overseeing it or to take other appropriate action.”281

5. Allow supported charities to withdraw their consent to be supported by a specific Type III organization.282 It would be helpful if the IRS issued an information letter to charities informing them about procedures to notify the IRS of their withdrawal of consent to be named as a supported charity. This notice is important because the charity’s consent to support will impact the supporting organization’s tax-exempt status.283

The American Bar Association was not the only organization to acknowledge that problems existed and reform was needed. Other organizations answered the call for suggestions and focused on similar issues of reporting and cooperation between the supporting organization and the supported charity.

B. Council on Foundations

The Council on Foundations (“Council”), a membership organization representing the interests of private foundations, also weighed in on the proposal to eliminate or to reform supporting organizations.284 Like the ABA Tax Section, the Council recognized that abusive supporting organizations exist but was not in favor of eliminating the Type III structure.285 Instead, the Council submitted suggestions for change, aimed at improving reporting and communication between the supporting organization and its supported charity.286

The Council stressed the requirement that the supported charity consent to be supported by the Type III organization.287 In order to effectuate this demonstration of support, a new Type III organization must submit a statement
reflecting the supported charity's consent at its initial tax-exempt application. Additionally, during the application phase, the Council suggested that IRS staff make specific inquiries to determine what efforts the supporting organization made to gain the supported charity's consent. Like the ABA Tax Section, the Council suggested that the Type III organization file an annual consent statement by the supported charity, attached to the existing Form 990.

The Council further suggested that the IRS issue revenue procedures through which Type III organizations can substantiate their relationship with the supported charity. These procedures could require the Type III organization to send both its charity and the IRS an accounting of its annual support (or reasons for lack thereof). This accounting, like the consent statement, could be attached to and filed with the Form 990. In light of these consent and disclosure requirements, the Council suggested that the supported charity should be able to withdraw its consent to be supported by a Type III organization. The IRS should provide procedures by which this withdrawal can be accomplished.

The Council believes that these procedures, enacted by a minimal amount of legislative and regulatory overhaul, will "significantly reduce the likelihood that supporting organizations will be able to serve as vehicles for inappropriate activities."

C. Panel on the Nonprofit Sector

In June 2005, the Panel on the Nonprofit Sector, the panel of charitable experts charged with recommending changes to Congress and the Nonprofit Sector on Governance Transparency and Accountability, submitted its final report on Type III supporting organizations. The Panel noted that while these organizations have potential for donor abuse, Type III organizations "add value to the charitable sector that cannot be replaced by other types of organizations." Thus, the Panel submitted specific suggestions to Congress and the IRS aimed at deterring abuse and strengthening the relationship between
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the Type III supporting organization and its supported charity. The Panel’s proposals were among the most radical and required more regulatory changes than either the ABA Tax Section or the Council on Foundations.

The Panel wanted Congress to amend governing regulations to ensure that a Type III organization supports a charity, not its donors. In order to achieve this goal, all supporting organizations should be required to donate at least five percent of their net assets to supported charities annually.\(^{299}\) Also, a supporting organization should not be permitted to make any grant, loan, donation, or other compensation to its donor.\(^{300}\) To further discourage donor abuse, a Type III organization should be prohibited from supporting any charity or other organization controlled by its donor.\(^{301}\) A Type III organization must share its governing documents and financial information with its supported charity; specifically, the supporting organization should include a detailed calculation of support and projections of support for the next year.\(^{302}\) Finally, to ensure that supported charities truly benefit from their supporting organizations, a Type III organization must not support more than five charities at a time.\(^{303}\)

Included in its congressional recommendations, the Panel proposed specific changes to the Responsiveness Test for trusts and corporations in order to improve their significant voice in the supported charity.\(^{304}\) The Type III organization “must demonstrate a close and continuous relationship with the governing board or officers of the supported organizations.”\(^{305}\) This would require an “actual operating relationship[] between the managers” of the Type III organization and its charity.\(^{306}\) The amended regulations should also specify how supporting organizations can demonstrate this significant voice factor.\(^{307}\)

The Panel also submitted specific recommendations to the IRS to improve the relationship between the supporting organization and its charity, and to help discourage abuse. The IRS should:

1. Revise Form 990 so supporting organizations can indicate whether they qualify as Type I, II, or III,\(^{308}\) and;
2. Require every Type III organization to submit a letter from each charity it supports.\(^{309}\) The letter should be submitted at the initial application as well as filed annually with the Form 990.\(^{310}\) The supported organization must verify its consent to be supported and describe how the supporting organization provides
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support that "furthers the charitable purposes of the supported organization." 311

D. Looking Beyond the Supporting Organization Regulations for Reform

The suggestions of the American Bar Association, Council on Foundations, and Panel on the Nonprofit Sector may well reduce abuses in the supporting organization context. Increasing IRS filings and requiring better communication between the supporting organization and the supported charities may serve to discourage noncompliance with the spirit of the supporting organization regulations.

Targeted anti-abuse rules, accompanied by penalties, should help to close the loopholes that permit self-dealing. Expanding the supporting organization regulations, however, adds complexity to a system that is already "fantastically intricate." 312 In addition to examining the supporting organization regulations themselves and to increasing Form 990 filing requirements, reformers should look beyond the immediate context of supporting organizations and consider the broader mechanisms for monitoring charitable behavior.

VI. A NEW SUGGESTION FOR REFORMING SUPPORTING ORGANIZATIONS

Why do some people (and the organizations they control) misbehave and exploit opportunities for abuse, and why, conversely, do others choose to behave properly and observe the rules? The choices individuals make are complex, but one thing is clear—people behave better when they are afraid of being caught.

The great philosopher Michel Foucault has theorized that actual observation is not necessary to motivate a person to regulate his own behavior; the mere belief that one is being watched is enough to promote obedience. 313 According to Foucault, regulation of societal behavior is based on surveillance. 314 His classic example is Jeremy Bentham’s Panopticon. 315 The Panopticon was an eighteenth century prison design in which cells were monitored from a central tower. 316 This design prevented the prisoner from determining whether anyone was watching him. 317 The prisoner’s behavior was therefore regulated, not by guards, but by the prisoner’s subjective vulnerability to being watched. 318 Modern psychological research supports this theory: people simply are more inclined to regulate their behavior when they believe they are under
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surveillance. 319

Lawmakers are aware of the phenomenon that monitoring—or the risk that activities may be monitored—encourages compliance with rules. Charities, including supporting organizations, are subject to the public disclosure regulations of section 6104(d) of the Internal Revenue Code. 320 These regulations require charities to reveal their informational returns, which include detailed financial information about the organization, to members of the public. 321 The disclosure of this information increases the probability that improper financial dealings will be revealed because the public and media, in addition to the IRS, may access this information. The public disclosure requirements of section 6104 mandate that a qualified organization make the following documents available for public inspection or provide copies upon request: the organization's annual return, exempt status application materials, exempt status notice materials, and reports of the organization's expenditures and contributions. 322

The public disclosure requirements dramatically increase the probability that the public and the media will have access to a charity's records and thus misdeeds will not pass unnoticed. 323 Members of the public are more likely to seek out records of the publicly supported charities to which they have donated or from which they have sought services, and thereby monitor the charities themselves. But will the public also monitor the charities' supporting organizations? Section 6104 public disclosure requirements apply to supporting organizations in the same manner as all other tax-exempt organizations. 324 The truth is out there—but are people finding it?

By all appearances, the actions of supporting organizations are not heavily

319. See Jeffrey H. Reiman, Driving to the Panopticon: A Philosophical Exploration of the Risks to Privacy Posed by the Highway Technology of the Future, 11 SANTA CLARA COMPUTER & HIGH TECH. L.J. 27, 41 (1995) ("To the extent that a person experiences himself as subject to public observation, he naturally experiences himself as subject to public review. As a consequence, he will tend to act in ways that are publicly acceptable."); see also Christopher Slobogin, Public Privacy: Camera Surveillance of Public Places and the Right to Anonymity, 72 MISS. L.J. 213, 243-45 (2002).
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monitored. The potential for abuse in the supporting organization context stems in part from the method by which these organizations are overseen. Private foundations are overseen by the IRS.325 Publicly supported charities are overseen by their donors and the general public.326 Who oversees supporting organizations?

The structure of the supporting organization regulations assumes that the supported charity will act as a check on the supporting organization’s behavior.327 The supported charity itself has an economic interest in the affairs of the supporting organization, and it should, by the structure of the relationship, pay attention to the activities of the supporting organization. The supported charity, however, bears no responsibility for overseeing the supporting organization, and it suffers no legal or tax consequence if it chooses to neglect it. The supported charity has no duty to oversee.

Supported charities garner substantial benefit from the tax treatment of supporting organizations. If supporting organizations were abolished, the founders of these charities would likely create private foundations—subject to greater tax, but free from the ties to specific publicly supported charities. Although they are under no express duty to oversee them, supported charities are best served by maintaining the existence of 509(a)(3) organizations.

The supported charities, however, are obtaining these benefits without sufficient concomitant responsibility. The system is designed such that the supported charities are expected to be aware of and react to the activities of the supporting organizations.328 Unfortunately not all do. When supporting organizations are managed improperly, insufficient oversight and low risk of exposure may be the reasons. Aside from the risk of financial loss arising from the supporting organization’s wrongdoing, a risk that is in some cases insufficient, the supported charities have no responsibility for the actions of their supporting affiliate.

In banking law, the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency identifies certain types of risk that financial institutions must manage.329 This concept of risk can also inform decisions about how to motivate the proper oversight of supporting organizations. Two relevant categories of risk are compliance risk
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328. See Quarrie Charitable Fund v. Comm’t, 603 F.2d 1274, 1277-78 (7th Cir. 1979).
and reputational risk.\textsuperscript{330} Compliance risk (also called legal risk) is "the risk to earnings or capital arising from violations of, or nonconformance with, laws, rules, regulations, prescribed practices, or ethical standards[,]" and reputational risk is "the risk to earnings or capital arising from negative public opinion."\textsuperscript{331}

As the rules currently stand, supported charities bear no substantial compliance risk or reputational risk for the actions of their supporting organizations. Requiring the supported charity to be responsible for complying with the public disclosure rules for materials of their affiliated supporting organizations increases reputational risk to the supported charity. It also creates compliance risk, because the supported charity risks violating a tax regulation if it fails to collect and publicize the informational returns of the supporting organization. Sensitivity to the added reputational risk and compliance risk will motivate the supported charity to properly oversee the supporting organization.

It is time for supported charities to partner with the public in monitoring the actions of their supporting organizations. As the beneficiaries of the supporting organizations, supported charities are in a strong position to collect information about supporting organizations' activities and finances. Perhaps more importantly, the supported charities are visible establishments capable of garnering public attention and have the ability to publish that information. There is a gap between the activities of anonymous supporting organizations and the public; the supported charities are the bridge.

Supported charities should be required to disclose the information returns of their affiliated supporting organizations. The public disclosure regulations should be amended to require supporting organizations to disclose their materials two ways: directly and through their supported charities. A proposed addendum of a new final paragraph (subsection (9)) to the public disclosure regulations,\textsuperscript{332} could read as follows:

\textit{(9) Special rules for organizations defined in section 509(a)(3) and organizations receiving support from organizations defined in section 509(a)(3).} An organization referred to in section 509(a)(3), hereinafter called a "supporting organization," shall, in addition to complying with paragraph (1) above, provide all materials described in paragraph (1) above to any organization it supports (within the meaning of section 509(a)(3) (hereinafter called a "supported charity")). A supported charity shall in turn disclose the materials described in paragraph (1) above relevant to those supporting organizations. A supported charity shall disclose the materials of its affiliated supporting organizations in the same manner it discloses its own materials, and the above rules and

\textsuperscript{330} \textit{Id.}
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procedures shall apply equally to materials of the supported charity itself and those of its affiliated supporting organizations. The supporting organization shall reimburse the supported charity for its actual costs in complying with the disclosure requirement relative to the supporting organization.

The enactment of this additional disclosure requirement would dramatically increase the visibility and transparency of informational returns of supporting organizations. Members of the public are unlikely to troll the Internet for information on nameless supporting organizations, but they are more likely to review the financial information of charities to which they donate. When donors receive information about their charity, revealing the existence of affiliated supporting organizations, the donors (and the media) are more likely to explore the supporting organization’s materials as well.

The availability of this information is increasing as charities choose to comply with the disclosure requirement through web posting on sites such as Guidestar.\textsuperscript{333} The \textit{Chronicle of Philanthropy} story on supporting organization abuse broke based upon information available on Guidestar. Perhaps if supporting organization returns were more widely posted on the web, they would be subject to greater exposure and greater monitoring. Supported charities could simply provide a link to supporting organization materials on the website where they post their own.

Reforming public disclosure requirements to increase the number of people who are likely to see the financial returns is an important first step. Additional steps should be taken, however, to insure that what is being disclosed, and the form in which it is communicated, is helpful to readers. As Nina Crimm has argued, “[t]o enhance the standards of accountability, states and the federal government should consider reforming the types of information and format of data required to be disclosed at foundations’ formation, application for tax-exempt status, and annually thereafter.”\textsuperscript{334} There is much work to be done in improving institutional transparency and accountability.\textsuperscript{335} Broader disclosure of supporting organization returns is progress toward this goal.

The drawback to revising the public disclosure rules is that it adds further burden and complexity to a heavily regulated sector. Over-regulation may backfire: “decision-makers of organizations that operate in regulatory environments, particularly in over-regulated environments such as those created

\textsuperscript{333} Guidestar is a website run by Philanthropic Research Institute, Inc., a nonprofit corporation. The website provides information on charities (including tax returns). \textit{See} www.guidestar.org (last visited Feb. 21, 2006).


in the area of taxation, unfortunately may establish institutional standards and systems primarily focused on minimal satisfaction of the regulatory requirements rather than guided by an enthusiastic promotion of their purposes.” 336 The additional regulatory burden here, however, is minimal compared to the alternative solutions.

The reports of supporting organization abuse are serious, and a serious response is needed. When supported charities abide by the proposed enhanced public disclosure rules with respect to their affiliated supporting organizations, the increased public scrutiny will encourage sounder compliance with existing tax laws. If, however, abuses continue—and the choice is to either eliminate Type III supporting organizations or to find a way to control them—the Treasury should consider enacting regulations that require the supported charity not only to participate in the public disclosure process, but to assume full responsibility for monitoring the activities of the supporting organization affiliated with it.

CONCLUSION

Supporting organizations are versatile and efficient vehicles for managing wealth for charitable purposes. They are also susceptible to abuse and over-reaching control. For supporting organizations to flourish in the current environment of institutional skepticism, they must submit to greater levels of transparency.

The supporting organization structure is not broken. Although complex, the rules surrounding supporting organizations are logical and were designed to enable the operation of a special kind of charity—one that does not fit soundly in the categories of public charity or private foundation. The intricate structure of the supporting organization rules relies upon the charities with which the supporting organizations affiliate to serve as checks on the supporting organization. The trouble and scandals emerging with respect to supporting organizations do not stem from the fact that these organizations are inherently bad or subject to abuse, but from the fact that they are not being overseen as originally designed.

The current supporting organization regulations and their historical enactment suggest a presumption that supporting organizations do not require the oversight of the IRS—and the more stringent rules that apply to private foundations—because of their close working relationship with publicly supported charities. Publicly supported charities are monitored by their donors, and the charities in turn are expected to monitor the activities of their affiliated supporting organizations.

Resting full responsibility for the oversight of supporting organizations on the charities they support may be a burdensome solution, but the cooperation of the supported charities in increasing public surveillance is a reasonable

responsibility. Supported charities must assist the public and the media to monitor the actions of these supporting organizations, and they can most effectively cooperate with the public by sharing information. Amending the public disclosure regulations to require supported charities to disclose the information returns of the supporting organizations with which they affiliate will increase the transparency of supporting organizations. It will also result in wider availability of this information and help to insure that the supporting organizations behave ethically and appropriately.

Charity is a virtue, but not all charities are virtuous. In developing the notion of charitable accountability, transparency is essential. In the context of supporting organizations, transparency can transform a charitable structure plagued by exploitation into a philanthropic tool full of potential.
Appendix A
Supporting Organization Structure

Type of Relationship Test + Organizational Test + Operational Test + No "Disqualified Persons" Control Test

AND

Purposes Limitation + Charity Specification

AND

Permissible Beneficiaries + Permissible Activities

OR

Type I + Type II + Type III

OR

Type I

Type II

Type III

Responsiveness Test + Integral Part Test

AND

OR

Significant Voice + Charitable Trust + "But For" Activities + Substantially All Income